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WASHINGTON
(;\P)'- The Supreme
Court decided the Devil's
Hole pupfish case today. The pupfish won.
In an unanimous
opinion written by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, the court ruled that the government
has the right to control
pumping which it says is threatening
the rare species of wildlife
with extinction.
The decision was a defeat for Western states which intervened
in
the case to protect their right to control lise of underground
water.
The Devil's Hole pupfish is a species less than an inch long which
is believed to have Jived for at least 30,000 years in a 200.foot deep
lirnestOl e pool in Dteath Valley in Nevada. It. survives
nowhere else
in the world. The pupfish population
in the pool ranges from 200 to
800 at different
times of the year.
The fish depend fOl' their food supply on blue-green
algae which
gro'A' on '.l sloping l.edge measuring
eight by 18 feet on one side of
the pool. The dimensions
of the pool are 10 by 65 feet.
In 1968, Francis
and Marilyn
Cappaert.,
owners of a 12,000 acre
cattle ranch adjacent
to Death Valley National
Monument
started
pumping in'igc:tion water from deep wells. The pumping drew down
the 'water level in the pool so that by 1972, about 60 per cen~ of the
sloping ledge was exposed.
'
In August. 1971, the government
filed suit against the Cappaerts,
claiming the right to control pumping of the water under a proclamation by the late President
Harry S. Truman
in 1952 which set
aside Devil's Ho:e
part of Death Valley National Monumelnt.
The high court 2g:reed with the government's
contention
that in
withdrawing
lanr; f:,om general p~lblic use for such a purpose it also
has the power ~o roel aside the ground water,
. The high court deciskn
upheld' an order by U,S. District Judge
Roger .0. Foley of Las Vegas, Ne ' .• ordering
the Cappaerts
,to limit
their pump:ng so that the water would not drop more than three
feet below a copper washer placed on the wall of the pool in 1962 to
mark the water lev'?!. If the water dropped more than three feet,
Foley found, the survival of the pupfish would be endangered.
The Cappaerts
ane the state of Nevada appealed
to the Sl:lpreme
Court from a ruling of the U,S. Circuit Court in San Francisco
upholding Foley's action. Briefs in support of the ranch owners were
filed by California,
Colorado.
North Dakota.
Washington,
Arizona,
Hawaii,
Idaho. Kansas.
Montona,
Nebraslta,
New Mexico,
Oklahoma. South Dakota,
Utah and Wyoming.
Officials of these states said the decision threaten'ed
the rights of
states in arid areas of the west to control vital water supplies. They
noted that Devil's H.~Ie is part of a 4,500 square mile ground water)
system.
The Devil's Hole pupfish is one of nearly two dozen original spe. 's of pupfish, of which at least five from the Death Valley area
. thought to be extinct. The fish are named for a puppy.like
man.
ner of leaping
and darting
about. _ In prehistoric
America
they
thrived in a lake m.~re than 600 feet deep which covered
what is
now Death Valley. T,fJeir scientific
name is Cyprinodon
Diabolis.
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the inside story on

THE CASCADE CAVER is published ten times a year by the Cascade Grotto of the
National Speleological Society. Subscription rate is $4.00 per year. Full
grotto dues of $6.00 includes a subscription to the quarterly Northwest Caving.
All payments should be made to the grotto treasurer, Chuck Coughlin, 6433
S. l27th Pl., Seattle Washington 98178.
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June 19-20. ~E~sumably someone is going caving. Call around and find out.
Our Official Trip to Vancouver Island is scheduled for this weekend but
may be postponed to next weekend, June 26-27. Contact Bob Brown in Elbe,
569-2724, for information.
June 21, Monday. Regular monthly meeting at the Hallidays', 1117 36th Ave.
E, Seattle, 8:00 P.M.
July 1. D~adline for July issue of Cascade Caver,
July 3-5. Independence Day Weekend. Windy Creek Cave. North Cascades. Probably a snow trip (see below). Contact Chuck Coughlin, 772-1170.
I presume there are other trips planned for July, but no one has told
me about them.
July 19, Monday. Regular meeting, same time, same place.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Mary \ihite

3803 NW Lincoln Ave., Vancouver WA 98660

(206) 695-4762

NEWS AND NOTES
Those who are receiving complimentary copies of this issue, remember: If you
want the next, you will have to join or subscribe (i.e., pay the treasurer
some dough) •
*
*
*
*
*
*
Thought for the day from your treasurer: Did you ever try to convince a
bank officer that your name was Cascade Grotto? (Please make checks payable
to Chas. Coughlin).
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*

*

On the 13th, Bob Brown, Dill Capron, et al. checked the Dear Creek Road for
access to the Windy Creek Cave area. Unfortunately, there was 3' of snow
at 3000'. Probably there will be snow camping at the big Independence Day
trip. Also, none of Bob's keys would fit the gate. We presume more will
be known about this by the meeting.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Yr editor humbly apologizes for the May issue's being attached to the June
issue instead of being printed and distributed in May like it should have
been. At the same time, he must stronp,ly complain about not having received
one single trip report for either the Mayor the June issue. Come on, people-I know you're going places. You'll have to start writing about them too,
if you want the Caver maintained at even its present quality. I can't write
them all every month.

*

*

*

Speleopolitics department: On March 5, 1976, the Executive Committee of the
Oregon Grotto voted to expel Steve Knutson from that Grotto "for failure to
properly credit the Oregon Grotto in its support of the Oregon Caves project."
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Ryan's Cave #1 is a synonym for Madison's Fence Cave.
synonym for Wildcat Cave.
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*
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Special Feature

A NEW RECORO LAVA TUBE:
'KENY A r S LEV I ATHAN tvLAY NOW BE THE WORLD T S LONGEST
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Leviathan Cave, in..
the Chyul1}~fl~lls;of Kenya, was discovered last year
by the Cave Exploration Group of!Eas~.4frica. A brief notice on it appeared
in the November-December' Cascade,.,Caver. Since then, there have been stirring
goings-on in that part of.the world .. The January CEG Newsletter contains
an account by Jim Simons of explorations,on the December.12-14.weekend dOmltube from"Compass Collapse, the furthest: point reached at last report:
"A repeat. survey through the forest.enabled us to re-Iocate Compass Collapse, and for the next seven hours ~Je remained underground on constant exploration .•.The tube section downstream of.Compass Collapse has now been
DOUBLED in length to roughly 2.4 km, most of the ~ube being of large dimensions .•.Few sections of the tunnel, however, are e~sily walkable~::the floor
being largely composed of great breakdo~ blocks, wet, and covered'with
guano and mud slime. At the first 0.5 km there is an upper level which can
be seen to !extend back upflow for 100 ill or so to a collapse hole •. A climb
.
into this level may be feasible though most likely a maypole will be required. '.
Just halfway along, the tube becomes only a few metres in diameter, being
practically circular; it \vas here that Bob and John stopped last time. At
a sharp bend in ~he passage in the new ground beyo~d we met with a veritable
hurricane of draught, and this augered well, but not long after we reached
~hat at first appeared to be a solid lava seal and decided to have lunch.
Bats, of which there ~vere many hundred present, were s~virling around just
in front of us~ and it took only a little while to realize that they were
disappearing through a hole in the rock, This turned out to be a short, low
crawl and ~vewere back into a sizeable passag~ with bqth an upper and a lower
level. The lmver level was comparatively flat going and finally came to an
I end: P..t
a boulder ruckle through which daylight' c.ouldbe seen; we had reached
yet another collapse hole. Only a large rock pr~vented us 'from"squeezing up
into what must be another upper section. At our level, a dig was. feasible
along the true right wall and even though we were within a eighth'of breaking
through~ exhaustion took its toll and we ran out of steam. Very little work
remains to complete this crawl and effect an entry to the remainder of the
cave.1I
~eginning soon ~fter the discovery .last year, the CEG has been drumming
up s~?port from local businesses for a full scale expedition to the cave.
The response was entirely satisfactoryo Materials support was received from
such firms as Union Carbide, Kenya Canners, Kodak, and Kenya Guano, among
others. The ten-day expedition took place from April 10-20, 1976. Participating were: Jim Simons, geologist and. leader; Bob Davis; John Youngs; Chris
and Allison Hillman, zoologists; Graham Cole; and Peter Roe. Operating the
base.'ca~p and supply lines .were,James Kitheko, J1utuku Mutinda, Mulatia Ngovia~ and Bernard Michael. The following accoti~t'of the expec.ition by Jim
Simons apP8ared in almost its.present form in the Kenya Daily Nation, May
20, 1976, pp. ,11~.15.
:jO

PETER was clir.ging to tin.yhand holds near the top of a 40-foot precipice.
Joh::l
~.,atchedfrom the bottom of the shaft which opened up from the tunnel,
two kilometres: .from the main entrance. Bob was nearby, hacking away at lava
rock w;i:.th~:a
shoyel,: trying; ~o ~reak through the plug that was blocking the
main :tunneL
i.:
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Minutes later, Peter broke through the top of the shaft and was looking
up at the stars. Bob and John soon followed. The cli~bing and digging had
been hard work, so they took time off to stretch their legs in the cool
night air. But as they strolled away from the hole they carne fac"eto face
with a full-grown leopard. Their re-entry of the cave was brisk!
They and four others ~ere exploring the underground wonders of the Chyulu
Hills, in what was to prove to be the greatest lava cave in the world. Near
the base of the ash-cones high in the hills above the Kibwezi Forest, the entrances to this great cave were first noted by the Cave Exploration Group's
founder and chairman, Jim Simons, through his study of aerial photographs.
These, fortuitous. roof collapses are generally filled with large trees and
the depressions:show lip as regularly oriented clumps in otherwise lightly
bushed country.
.' . ...
,.
He led a first CEG reconaissance of the area in September last year when
two of the entrances were located after a 4-km. hike, and about 1 km'of the
cave was explored. It was immediately realised that the cave was going to
require several visits. Little was 'it then expected that the tunnel would
go on and 'forever on, and that it wou~d be a further four extended threeday trips, bivouacing at the cav€., before even the main tunnel line had
been traversed.from end to blocked "end". By this time CEG was well aware
that Leviathan was one of the world's great lava caves, if not the greatest.
The cave occurred in a pahoehoe lava flow extruded, from the base of the
ash-:cones eastward toward Dmani Springs and Kibwezi., This massive extrusion
spread out at first over the steep ash slopes below the volcanoes and then
onto ,the lower plains.
.
As is the case with most of ,.thegreat tunnels, of the hills"" the cave was
formed in the centre of the flow where movement was most rapid, the lava
eroding a channel do~~ into the loose' underlying.pyroclastic.deposits,
rather
like the eroding action of a surface river. Beneath a rapidly cooling crust,
the lav~ continued to flow to feed the advancing snout. As the cutting down
process continued--and it is well demonstrated in the cayeby almost vertical
lava "falls" marking nickpoints of headward erosion--and as the eruption
gradually subsided; so the molten lava in the channel dropped.to a lower
level. Again, a cooling crust was able to form avove the molten river
and so divided the subterranean course into two and even three distinct
passage levels, on'e above the other'" Finally, the eruption ceased altogether
and the lava in the lowest level siowly slid to a halt, leaving behind the
now empty tubes to solidify and thus for~ the cave much as we know it today.
But,ol~age has now begun to take its toll. Great blocks of lava have
fallen. from the roof, making some passage sections treacherous to traverse.
Curved slabs from the walls, often less than a metre thick, have fallen
inwards to reveal their onion-skin-like nature and behind them the earlier
ash deposits. In the upper levels, where the surface crust was thinnest,
come the collapses through which it is possible to gain entry to the vulconologists' paradise. 'Bats then colonised the open cave. Insect life entered
the realm of eternal darkness and 'o't11er
mammals and ~an found the cave a
useful. refuge • .Rainwater seeped through the porous lava ,leaching out
soluble silica to redeposit it in the form of secondary stalactites and
stalagmites, adding to those of lava which had formed as the tunnels gradually cooled.
On each 'earlier exploratory trip underground, new sections of.the cave
were added to..tl}.la'sum
of length ; The Group gradually began to appreciate
the cave's natural hazards, as regards the possibility of a major underground
accident and the difficulties that\fould be faced in the event of a rescue.
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Once the ash-choke in the 2 km upflow section of the cave had been reached
on the second visit, upon which Bob was later to waste so much effort,
attenLion was directed down tube of the main entrance. A party would proceed
,---undergro,~rid,
digging out any collapse choke which barred progress, un til
daylight was' reached once again at an upper passage level. " It was not too
di~ficurt to locate the first few such entrances overland, but lower down
the cave ran underneath the thick, 'confus'ingand game-infested Kibwezi
Forest and it ~as necessai'y to move fast and make underground compass surveys
- and repeat them on the'surface until the new entrance was located. Every
down flow sortie naturally increased the walking distance from road-head and
additional :iimitations on how much could be achieved during each three-day
trip were imposed by the fact that it was not possible for each team member
'{to car'ry all food, water, camping and caving gear for more than that short
period~ ~As it was the packs approached 20 to 25 kg! A full-scale expedition
seemed ~he only answer.
"
'
"Initial plans were laid 'as early as December last, and a date in mid.April' set for the start of a 10-day assault.; From'a collapse half-way along
the tunnel, teams would work up and down flow, surveying the cave and exploring any new passages encountered. A last reconaissance trip had already
shown that many upper levels awaited examination, and their entry would depenu:to a great extent upon the team's ingenuity and prowess as climbers.
Loomfng greatly in their thoughts, however, was how'to finance and obtain
all the-extra equipment required to make the expedition a;success. So much
of gear, clothes, end boots had already been practically ruined by the sharp
lava floors and crawls.
A magnificent response to appeals for sponsorship from local firms solved
the financial problem, and plans suddenly became a reality. After the months
o{'planning and assembling equipment, the great day--April 10--arrived, and
-' in heavi~y laden vehicles the group left Nairobi with mounting excitement and
a un~ted resolve to complete the mission come what may. They were aware
that the long rains were imminent and to some extent were relying upon them
.~o augment water resources, but they received a bit more than they bargained
for.
By early afternoon Bse Camp had been established near a pleasant grove
of-trees at the start to the walking route. Great activity then ensued
as water, food and equipment were sorted into porter loads, for the days
ahead. Barbecued steaks and beer around the camp fire and-an early night.
The team was up in the cold, pre-dawn twilight, breakfast'ing and repacking
p'~rsonal rucksacks--not too many clothes, as they would virtually live in :
.,.:'coveTalls throughout

the trip ~

A slight

change of plan had been agrees.

Bob, with his party ,of John' and Peter, would split 'from the main group and,
headcUre'ctly uptube from thetnain entrance and bivouac for the next three
nigh~s, rejoining the others 'at Advance Bse Camp on the evening of the fourth
day.' Their task was to attempt a by-pass of the terminal choke, explore
unentered upper levels and survey back down the cave as far as possible.
They were the first to set off. The rest of the team, led by Jim, were to
~l~ioc~ed as 'arranged to Forest Collapse and set up an Advance Base Camp of
lightweight mountain tents. They would then make daily sorties downtube
from ',thiscoflapse, returning there for each night pending the arrival of
the first party, after which plans ",'auldbe re-vamped as the situation dic'tated.
.:;' ,
;
,
"
Bobls j:.arty:~adthe unenviable task of traversing and surveying the steep'est'section of the cave where it had been formed in the ash-slopes of the
volclnoes. L'ater, he described, their experiences: "Previous trips to the
uptube end of the cave had shown that'simply re':lchingthis point was a difficult enough task~-even without having to carry in heavy loads over sharp,
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slippery and loose lava boulder piles. Our protective boots and coveralls
were a boon! The first real problem appeared at the verticals, a series
of solidified lava falls where unsafe handholds had to be broken off and
thrown down. It was here, while scaling a six-metre wall, that Peter met
with his first white scorpion--right on hisnext'handhold!
[Ed. note: probably an Amb~ypygid, or "whipspiderll, is refe:rred to rather than' a true scorpion.l Excitedly, the others threw him a tin so it co~d be captured (Chris
would be pleased!) but it was a,diffic~t, and dang.erous task in the circumstances, and rather fortunately, perhaps, he found a dead one insF~ad. Later,
--".,while"
surveying here, we experienced a".couple of nasty f~ls.
Th~ first occurred after Peter had been exploring a high-Ievel~'side-passage stiove a
t:emarkable series---oflava st:alagmites. Having made the most diff~cult p'ut'
of,his descent down crumbling black rOck~ with John photographing,ilie action,
he fell 10 feet onto his back and was lucky to:!escape with only cuts and
bruises. In the other events, John scraped his forearm and I 'knocked and
skinned my knees which later made walking in ,the'cave 'somewhat di~f~~~t.
"We were dreading moving our equipment through the second boulderruekle,
though previously we had found a high-level bypa~,~ but had thought
ladder
,necessary to regain the main passage. This time, 'however, John' crawled
through below while the others scrambled over the top, lowered 'kit"':"bags
,down to him, and then pioneered a descent route round an awkward corner.
1
'Shortly after, top camp was made in a low and narrow passage withwa.t~r
dripping from many stalactites.
This was to be "home" for two nights while
the top end was explored and surveyed. Though climbing out of the topmost
of the cave entrances was exciting, some of the most intriguing cave was to
,be explored later, IOlA;~rdown in Leviathan around 'Oxbow', 'Gruyere", and
'Serac' chambers, where side-passages still await final exploration. With
the rains seeping through, this section had become treacherous and after one
partic~arly
long day when we had surveyed through the'tight 'Fifty-metre
Crawl', the prospect of a further two hours slog through the cave s~emed'
too much. We decided to exit from the upper collapse and 'compass-march'
overland in the dark. Easier said than done~ of course, for heavY rains
had made our usual escape up a tree in Bivvy Collapse virtually impossible,-"..
and a free-climbing route up vertical lava proved a tense alternative with
,pnly oneheadlamp between three of us. Finally, on the'surface at last,
we wound our way. downhill with almost cO!llpletefaith iri.'
our instruments.
That-,
march through bush, irihabited by rhino and buffalo, was, quite frankly,
scary. To keep up our spirits--though more likely to frighten off the big
game.'.-wesung non-stop until at last the tall trees that marked our object:i.ve
';showcd up :tn the lights. It was the entrance to Advanced Base Camp.
We had made it back 'home'."
, ,

".

a
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"
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While Bob and his team s:ogged the four hours up to their first undergr~d
pi"vvy-site, Jim's party and porters marched downflow to ForestCbllapse,
".
"marking the last easy,entrance of the cave before it went under the forest.
The first 400 meters of the cave, including an upper passage level, took
Jim's party the remainder of the day to survey as the tunnel echoed with l'!lues,."tion and answer--compass?, 13 degrees. Alison would, shout back Inclination?
Station plus 19, roof plus 53 degrees, Chris would r::.ry
out while Jim reeo't"....
ded the information as he sketched the plan, profile, and cross-sections.
Graham would then measure to the walls on either side of the station and. ,',
once recorded, would march ahead with the tape. setting up the stave at ' ";
the next convenient point and singing out, the distance. And so it went/on,
hour after hour, day after day, with ~en hours being a usual period of
'almost continuous work, with some days being as long as thirteen hour stre.tch.6S
for both te~atils.
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Beyond the next collapse entrance, known as Compass after the method~i
which it had been found by Bob'and 'John,.,-in
the forest on an earlier trip, ",
"(Vasone.of the cave's longest unbroken s.ections--more than 2 km long but',!",
with many upper level passages whichreU!ained to be explored. It also
achieved its most impressive dimensions, having a great canyon-like cross-::;.~
section up to 15 metres high! Though less steep than where Bob and party ,were exploring, its great masses of wet\and.~8lippery, guano and mud-coated ..
boulder piles, often filling the passage halfway to the ceiling and with
chasms in between, were no less treacherouso'"
On the second day of downstream'surv2Y a point was reached where there
was a major upper level, looking back along which daylight could be seen
entering from yet another collapse. 'An airy tra';~r1?~along a ledge six metres
up along one wall, followed by an acrobatic <!love,
permit ted Graham to reach
the level and briefly explore. Two days later, he, Chris and Alison would
explore and survey an additional 000 metres of this new series, giving it
the name "K.M." after an earlier visitor to the collapse who had carved his
initials en a tree. The third day produced another surprise when, having
reached a point considered about half-way between Compass and R~conaissance
Collapses, Graham again decided to invest~gate what had at first been dismissed as only a short natural lava bridge. Once again there was a system
of complex side passages adding a further 300 metres to the ever-increasing
cave .• Elsewhere, other upper levels m:isted, but most were too high up
and impossible to enter wi::hout resorting to rock pitons as an aid to climbing,
and lack of time prevented their exploration. Further such side-systems
awaited. the Group!
It was an excited bunch of tired, dirty~ u~d unshaven cavers that regrouped at Advance Base Camp II on the evening of the fourth day--each trying to out-do the other in compar:i.ngtheir tunnel sections. Bob and party
had been duly surprised to find.Advanced Base Camp set up in a smaller cave
system, near to and running paLallel tc Leviathan. This cave had been partly
explored py him and John on an earlier trip and the move to it had been
prompted by the extrmely heavy thunderstorms which had flooded the original
surface camp during the first night, soaking all occupants and bedding. What
an awful night! It would take some days before equipment had dried out.
At this time: Bob's group had surveyed most of the section upstream of main
.' -.;
collapse, but still had to complete "Mad-Hall Passage" and down to Forest
Collapse. This was to prove a very difficult section to survey, with its
crawls, plunges, great cham1.Jers,and Sl'!!3.11 02,:-bc~.,r'
systems. It was decided
J';
that Jim's party, havine covered rr..ost of the ciistance toward Reece Collapse,_
would move on dmm to bivouac at that entrance. on the 15th, for three nights ..~."
and continue their survey both up and clm.,rntube
from that point.
Accordingly, they parted and, \lith the assiste.nce of James, Hutaku, and
Bernard, back-packed their ~.,rater
and supplies down through the forest, finding
the string guide.;...line
had been broken :tnsevere,l places by passing animals
. -.(t, __
'
since the last visit and that the blaze marks ~vare becoming difficult to
follow. Silver-foil and new blczing was made to assist the porters in relocating the party on the 18th. Pottery Collapse, the last known entrance
over the cave, lay deep within the Kibweze Forest where the only sounds are
of the Sykes Monkey's swishing through the trees and the night-calls of
hyenas, bush--babies, and tree-hyrax. The entrance proved reasonably com- '.'.;
fortable for the first night, after which it was necessary to continually
move bed-rolls to Rvoid the increasing water drips following the daily down- \
pour. First task here was to march downtube in the magnificent 2 km long ..
'~ ;>,; ':" .<.;
:,.
tunnel, through ~.,hichit would ~e possible to drive a bus, to a long, low,:;.;':'
oozy guano-floored c:r:awlwhich mark~d the very "endll of Leviathan. There
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were hopes that a dig at this point would lead to a major continuation of
the cave, for many kilometres of lava lay ahead~ but the seal proved too
difficult for Chris and Graham to dig and they had to abandon the attempt
after a few hours. In the mean-time, Alison and Jim busied themselves with
photographing a veritable forest of small secondary stalactites and the
many incredible lava formations.
'
,
,
Alison was in :r:apturesover the hundreds ,of'small, furry, orang'~-:cdloured
,bats which roosted here so far from the entrance. ;This 'was one of three
insectivorous; specie~"which Chris and Alison captured for study at the National
Museum, A much" greater colony,' of thousands of Rousettus Fruit Bats, was
'. "found :in an upper level off the main entrance collapse.
',:;s
Though the cave had "ended" rather disappointingly, it was a blessing in
"."disguise since a great deal of survey remained to be completed and the teams
-." would be hard pressed to complete the known cave and its upper levels,,without
. complicating the issue by having to add yet more, lengthy passage. Anq so
...
the laborious' task continued, broken here and there by climbing into upper
. level passages and rioting intriguing lava features--the "gloops", as they
were nicknamed, for. example. These were formerly h.otblisters on the 'passage
," " - walls .which, on bursting into the tunnel, left' behind a smooth, deep 'cavity
out of which the lava' from the,burst had trickled. Similar burst blisters
had been. noted elsewhere but in the roof of ~he ~ave, only here the bursting
had.,left ragged protuberances of lava which hlidsolidified 'around the hole.
,.,Intwo days Pottery Passage had been completed. This passage was ,named
'aft~r discovering the ,remains :of a number of ,earthenware pots at the entrance,
:presumably left by poachers. Once again, attention was turned upflow. But
first it was necessary to dig through the boulders at Pottery Collapse to
provide a continuous underground link between it and Reconaissance Collapse,
280 metres to 'the west. This was accomplished in a matter 'of only an hour
and "by the 'end of the day, the traverse had been completed. And now, all
that,,was left was to continue further upstream from Recce and connect with
the earlier downtube leg. The final day's surveying for Jim's party, their
third awayfroni Advanced Base, was to be one of the longest and most tiring.
,By this time, members of both teams had been feeling the strain of too "many
,laborious hours underground, the difficulties of keeping dry, of sleeping on
"',',
the rocky floors, and more important of keeping some semblance of cleanliness.
,-'Most of the team had caught colds, Chris and John being worst affected.
'Jim.had septic boils on one knee as the' result of deeply embedded thorns
acq~ired during the forest march, and poor Alison was swollen around the
\~yesdue to bites from an as yet unidentified flying insect--perhaps al:landfly. ,,'
They continued their survey from Recce through a tight boulder crawl, and
afte..ra further 120 metres climbed into a fine, almost circular upper level
which led back downtube to the collapse where boulders blocked the exit. ,
Then back into the lower level again, passing through the 0.5 metre high",
cr~}'l.;L
of "Bat Alley", to where a break in the floor revealed an even Tower
level, but only 1 metre high. It was on the edges of this natural break,
that some of .themost interesting lava formations occurred. These werelav;:\
protuberances up to 18 cms. long, extending outwards from the lava bench,
~...
forming an array of branched growths exactly like ferns in character. Such
..str'ange forms had never before been recorded in the lava caves of Kenya.
A stop fora mid-morning brew of tea saw Chris on hands and knees in the,
slu.sh capturing small white jumping insects kno~ as springtails, cockroach'
nymphs, and a variety o.ftiny flies which were attracted to torch-beams.
"F,inally, by late afternoon, a white stave gleamed on top of boulders in
the distance arid it was with relief that the team realized that their arduous
days of survey would soon be over. The link between the two surveyed sections
..!'
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was completed and a few hours later
the new complex of upper passages,
discovered some days earlier
and named the "Blue Stal. Series" after some stalactite
columns of incredible
blue-grey colour, was added.
A total of over
6 km of passage had been surveyed by Jim's party alone.
It was with eagerness
that they awaited the next morning when they would re-join
Bob's group at
ABCto add the up and downstream sections
together"
Had.'thE! world record
of 10 km been .surpassed?
By 2 p.m. on the ninth day of thee:~pedition,
the
full team had. assembled.
Bob, John, and Peter had only j'us'tfinished
their
part of the survey.
The smoky air of .the underground ql~arters .was . filled'
with expectancy--then
the news. A total surveyed passage lemgth of juSt
over 11 km!"
"
'.
.
As iCt'o show that Leviathan still
has many:seci..ets) th~t sameafterrioon
Jini"and Graham returned 'downtube from, Forest Collapse to retrieve
a ladder
left 'at a. pit~hinto"K}i
Series",
and a little
before it~oticed
yet another
nigh leveL'
By the unusual yet splendidly
dramatic method, of lassoing a
wedged rock, '.they were able to hoist a ladder and climb onto a natural b.ridge,
then negotiate
a 3 metre climb over very loose rock onto a.wide ledge which
in itself
proved to:bea
sh6rt ox-bow \vith 'a window overlooking the main
tunnel.
Another 4 metre climb ~p a strange vertical
lava .falland
the 'en~
tered a small high-level
tube s'ituClte,d right in the roof w:f.th"Cininspiring
view down 'the 15 metre high cave.; What i3 more, this high level could be
seen~ to cO::lt'ir..uein ,the 'opposite "mIl of the mein tunnel,,'b,ut it will need
a ca'ler \~ith very str01::lg !!.erves to mak,e':he extremely exposed traverse necessary to reach it.,
11; ~.
'
Easter Nonday saw the final departure,~ the Chyulus looking even more beautiful
than be::£ore with a flush of new green grass.
A very happy, but tired',
teem began the adjuatnent
to civ!~_isation,
het batl:s and sleeping on soft
bed3 in stTange rectangular
rooms.

<

A :','3c~nt letter,)from
Jim Simons to Dr. Hallic1,ay h,~3 t~1efollowing
to add
to the story: n ••• Several new upper level braldeC: sY'3":elils~running parallel
to the main tube, ~'!ere':explored end a total of 11 h',ro. of passage surveyed!
A real giant of a leva tube.
Of this,
the msin passage accounts for 8 km with
a vertical
ra~ge of,470metrcG!
[This far surpasses the previous record of
265 metres].
The 8 km is unfortunately
broken by two collapse holes into
:','
sections ,3.5, 2.~ end 2.0 km long.
The r.cm~ining 3 km are composed of
sepa:L':::'::,~
.'tip~?X" l::::ve.ls,,;snall
O:-::-Dm.,r syst:e.!r.s a?1c.lthe ne~o]high-level
braided
passages
Thes".!'Lveying :rev;:wJ.ed.numerous nth'?!." roof:-ho,l'es lending, into more
upper leve} ,;3 VEi:::'1;l';tims'
and equj.prc.ent ::!id ,notper.:riit' ~x::lmina.tio~. These are'
to be sur-J~ycdin du,~ ccurl3e, In ad:.1it:Con1a:1otr.e'~,c;~'T&'
system;close by,"(
with an.oth~r~,i 1em, ,of passe:.ge estiIl'..ated~ ~es jet to be ~rope:i:',lY,:a:_{plored
'and '" , ;:'"
a link \vithLev:i.athan lis" expected.
So it looKs
if ,o]ehave,.))., km.and .continui.!1g! A m~$ereble ,e11oke"formed. the dOvlnst?:eam 'e:1c:.' of 'tl18 c~ve: .though . ,....
we feel sure tli.e, cave must continue as f11snyk:l1onet'.ees ..£ leva still
lie
ahea.d. The up3tream ash:"'choke 1'7f.1.C-:::CU1:d to occur di::.:e!:'.tl'Jbeneath the source
volcano end' upper .levels enabled us to regain the sl.lrf:;;_:-,~;
near here through
a small collaps3. _ A, complete end to end traverse
of the cave in one trip
is now feasible,
though ,han yet to be attempted,
We are currently working
on the survey (1:1000) which will probably be no~e 8 metres long!
"The E:;:pedition has caused quite a lo't of publicity
inter!!.ationally--perhaps yot! might have seen sotlething in the U.S. pres3 .....if se copies please •••
The Los Angeles Times also want to run an account with a ske~chof
the cave.
We are a180 thinking that National Geographic ni~lt like an account.
"Four species of bats were 'capturaq, bat parasites,
some scorpions [i.e.,
Amblypygids J ,and many insects by our zoologists.
One small cockroach is
causing considl,~T.'f,bl~:interest as ~t appears to be a cavernicole,
most probably entirely. new to sC:!.fmceo"
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Moses Coulee, May 23
by Rod Crawford
On Sunday the 23rd I took my arachnology class on a field trip in Moses
Coulee, Douglas County. While there, I decided to check on a couple of
speleological matters.
The first was Chief Moses Council Cave, shown on the USGS topo. map, which
I and the Coughlins had failed to find last year. This time we reached it
by hiking across an alfalfa field. What a disappointment--a mere 15' rockshelter. I had hoped for at least a 50' one. The alfalfa farmer told us
that WSU archaeologists excavated in front of the shelter, but found only one
peacepipe.
After getting in some good spider collecting, I and two students (Rick McClure and Bill Chambers) went up Douglas Canyon looking for Goldy's Cave,
a hundred foot tree cast that former member Wes Cope reported in 1971. We
fotind a tree Cast, but it went straight up about 12' and then stopped.
I later talk~d to Wes on the phone and he said that the real Goldy's Cave
was just a short distance back down the canyon from the one we saw. He also
mentioned that the Talus Ice Cave he reported irt the same area, just opposite
the Gbldy Ranch near Palisades, is really not a cavity at all but simpiy
an ice dep~sit exposed at the bottom of cold-trappihg talus.
Trout Lake, May 29-31
by Rod Crawford
cascade Grdtto participants: Ed Crawford and family, Rod Crawford, Bob
Brown, An~ie Ruggles, and non-members Marlene Schneider, Steve Jackl and
family, and Curt Black (!).
Oregon Grotto participants: The Nielands, Dave Jones, Mary White, JR,
Roger Silver, et ale
And a cast of thousands (of caves)---or would you believe hundreds?
Yr editor rode down to Trout Lake on Saturday with the Crawfords to find
the Deadhorse camping-spot rather wet. Yes, wet--inEastern
Washington yet.
Jones, Silver, and White of the Oregon Grotto had 'arrived there Friday night,
but had not yet been caving (they spent the day in the Trout Lake tavern). "
Later on, Nielands arrived, fresh from mapping a 'new cave. This cave, discove.!:eCl
by Jim Wolff the previous weekend, is iIi the clearcutabove Deadhorse,
a mere 200 feet away from Rabbit Hole Cave discovered hy me last year. The
inconsp'icuous entrance is concealed beneath a bush. '.The cave was named
Qui1(Cave.
,This sB;me night the Jacklscamped at Peterson Prairie.
Sunday, morning Roger left for home while I and the Crawfordsprepared
to
do some caving. First stop was a small cave right beside the road~ The '72
conven~ion guide calls it a "small pit, believed blind". However, Dave
Jones aridothers, explored 5-700' of passage in it last year. Since it has
not been named, I hereby christen it "Dave's Cave"., The convention guide'
also reports some "small caves in roadcut" 0.2 miles further along the road.
This is an error-~theyare
immediately opposite Dave's Cave.
'
We went on to the Slime Cave area to check out,a p03sible new sinkhole.
It turned out to be a small pond. Continuing, we visited Ice Rink Cave (where
one of my boots unfortunately sprung a leak), Ice Cave, and New Cave. At
Ice Cave we met the Jackls, who were planning to do Dynamited.' I have not
heard whether they' actually did it or not. At New Cave we met>the Jones and

,
)

. !

Wb,i.te contingent,
who vere about to c:hecKthe registor.
All thfs t,1me 1thad
been
interml
ttently
sprinkling
rainandanow.
, _. '\
.": ..
': ',After a soj()urn at camp, Ed and, I and his eldest 8l)1l Jim drove on up the road
, and .looked into Asher's Cave. We thon beat th'9 blUSh uptube f'or a. small cave
discovered
in 1973 by Robert senger, and ama:z;ingly t'o1J:.lldit.. It 1fa~,just as
'. insignificant
8S origirlally
reported"
While tak1rg a detclur back to the car,
," Jim discovered
Flashcube Cave, named for its one bunan. artij~ac'fJ
We explored
J:,',2_300'
of Ash~r's-like
p8ssago and s1;opped at a stUl Tirgiu'niUdcrawl
for
lack o:t coveralls.
"
"
'\'; . '!'he weather cleared
SunclelYnight,
just in tilne tor th~l arrival
of the Brown
and.Black contingent.
By MondHYmornlng, however,H
was allowing.
Ruggles and
:B1~ck did Deadhorse and later
they, Bob, and MarlElle;:;v~sJte(i Ice Cava.
Meanwhile,
'alL the Crawfords head.dfor
home. On tbeway
wa looked at a small niche in
~hecWhfte salmon River canyon said 'to have a ahort lava tube segment interseoted
above it.
We saw the liche,
but not the tube,".
',r
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THE BIOLOGIST'S CHAMBER: COLLECTING, 'PRESERVING, AND CONSERVING CAVE LIFE
by Rod Crawford
In a recent Speleograph article, (~ (2): 52-53), Ellen Benedict has expressed the opinion that "Cave populations occur in small numbers •••and may
not be able to withstand a heavy kill off •••Generally there is no good reason
for removing an animal from a cave .••Perhaps the best policy to-adopt is to
never collect anything in a cave until you have investigated its status."
.My feeling is that this stand is unnecessarily restrictive.
It is easy to conclude that if someone collects all specimens of a given
cave species they can find, that species is likely to become extinct. Actually, most evidence indicates this to be highly unlikely. The smaller cave
animals (including all true troglobites known in the Northwest) are not restricted to the caves themselves, but occupy an extensive underground habitat
that consists mostly of tiny, impassible holes and crevices. Only a very
small part of their habitat is in caves accessible to human biologists. This
is demonstrated by their occurrence almost unchanged in widely dispersed caves,
and also in such man-made intrusions into their domain as mines and wells.
The harvestman Speleonychia sengeri, for instance, inhabits caves allover
the Trout Lake cave area. Its underground habitat probably includes an extensive three-dimensional network of contraction fissures and so forth over
an area of thirty-five to forty square miles. The part of this habitat actually inside caves is insignificant in comparison. Even in the unlikely
event that a cave were completely cleared of the species, it would soon be
re-invaded from the surrounding rock.
Another problem lies in the supposition that if a cave species is well
known, no more need be collected. For instance, the Trout Lake cave milliped Troglotyla skamania was well described a few years ago by Dr. N. Causey.
Someone knowing this might be tempted to avoid collecting white millipeds
in Trout Lake caves. They would thus fail to discover that there is not just
one, but at least four (probably more) white milliped species in these caves,
almost impossible to tell apart in the field. We can only detect situations
like this by collecting large numbers of specimens. There are other reasons,
too. ror instance, it is often desirable to study individual and geographic
variation in a given species. Also, there are some other creatures (e.g.,
the aquatic isopod crustaceans) among which males are extremely rare but
nonetheless required for identification. One must collect large numbers of
these isopods in order to ensure that at least one is a male. Failure to
find one is frequent~ even so.
Of course, the above does not apply to vertebrate animals such as bats,
salamanders, etc. These animals are actually, not just theoretically, well
known, and much more limited in their ability to repopulate a cave. Also,
I do not advocate needless destruction of cave life. In general, cave life
should only be collected when ~ll of the follo~ing conditions are met: 1) it
is collected and preserved in good enough condition to be scientifically
useful; 2) the fullest possible collection data is permanently associated
with each specimen; and 3) 'the.specimens will be studied by a specialist and/
arc.permanently stored in linaccredited museum. These conditions are not
difficult to fulfill, and there is no reason why any interested person complying with them should feel any compunction in collecting invertebrate cave
fauna.
Conservation of cave life concerns, not the saving of particular specimens,
but the preservation of their environment. In particular, it is better to
kill a thousand specimens than to leave one carbide dump. Spent carbide
(Calcium hydroxide) is a very persistent substance and can make part or most
of a cave uninhabitable for many years. Burning or the use of aerosol cans
are also to be avoided, Even such small pollution-sources as carbide lamps
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could create a problem if present in large numbers. And in my opinion, the
use of fluorescein dye to trace water-courses should be avoided except as a
last resort, despite its supposed non-toxicity. Lava tube slime, stream debris,
and other organic deposits iricaves should remain fairly undisturbed, since
they provide food and habitat for a host of organisms. Also, rocks and other
objects that are turned over in search of specimens should be replaced as
they were found to preserve microclimatic conditions that otherwise take some
time to re-create. One last point is that mammals, particularly bats, are sensitive to disturbance, so that the best \vay to conserve bat populations is
to keep visitation of bat-inhabited caves and passages minimal.
In collecting, look for specimens on the walls and ceiling; on and in slime
and other organic deposits; in and on water; under breakdown, sticks, etc.
Where there is an ice floor many specimens will show up against the white ice.
Collecting and preserving cave organisms in good'condition requires various
techniques depending on the type of organist:l,'In 'gEmeral,: it~,is.a mistake to
keep a specimen alive any longer than necessary. Most cave creatures are very
sensitive to heat and desiccation and do not survive well in captivity. A
specimen that dies unpreserved will often deteriorate immediately and be useless for study. I have found the following equipment most helpful in general
collecting: 1) A soft watercolor paint brush (with spare; 2) one or more widemouthed screw-cap vials of 70% alcohol (ethyl or isopropyl~-drugstore rubbing
alcohol will do); 3) a selection of pill bottles or film cans for large
specimens; ana 4) fo~ aquatic organisms: a small strainer or seive 5-1/2" long
with 2" wide bowl, and a small vial of Bouin's fluid (see below).
The following techniques apply to particular groups of organisms.
Aquatic organisms are best picked up with a wet (with water) paintbrush,
then transferred directly to the preservative. Flatworms are usually found
floating on the surface of cave streams and pools. They and other aquatic
worms are preserved in Bouin's Fluid, a mixture of: saturated solution of picric
acid in water, 75 parts; formalin, 25 parts; glacial acetic acid, 5 parts.
These worms unfortunately do not preserve well in alcohol. Picric acid is
a skin poison and should be washed off thoroughly if spilled on the skin.
Aquatic insects and crustacea,ns are collected with brush or strainer and
preserved in alcohol. Wash the p~eservative off the brush before picking
up another specimen.
Spiders, harvestmen ("daddy-longlegs"), most insects, etc. should be preserved in alcohoL
Small specimens car!be picked up with---abrush moistened
in alcohol--Iarg9r on23 simply pushed into the alcohol vial. The ,only exceptions are flies and ~oth~, which should be collected into dry vials and kept
dry. They can later be killed TNith ;'111 entomological killing tube. Dry specimens should not be allmJed to rattle around or jostle one another. Alcohol
will evaporc..tefrom most vials in a matter ,)f"leeks, and should be watched
carefully to preveilt drying of alcoholic specimens.
To make the~ scientific~,lly useful, each container of specimens must have
a label inside contn:Lnint;all of the following data: Name of cave. Its location if not Hell kno\'1no Dete of coJlection. Name of collector. Type o-f-habitat from which specimens were collected. The label should be in pencil
as ink is soluble in alcohol. A specimen without data would better not have
been collected in the first place.
The last requirement, that the specimens be studied by a specialist or
deposited in a lnL',seum,
is easy enough if, like me, you are a specialist who
works in a museum. If not, I would be elad to take Pacific Northwest cave
specimens off your h~ndso Pack them as if they were more fragile than eggs-they are. My address is: Burke Museum (DB-lO), University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington 98195. Contact me if you have any questions.
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CASCADE GROTTO STORE
Bill Capron, Keeper,
Phone 525-2260
Price List: April 1976

GROTTO OFFICIAL

~~D TRADITIONAL

TRIPS--1976

All cavers are invited to join these trips--especially
those ",ho don't go caving very often I
April 17-19, Easter Weekend.
Papoose'Cave, Idaho., Contact Curt
Black, (206) 832-6352.
Apr1l24-25.
Offidai
trip to M~Loughlin Canyon Caves, Eastern
Washington •. Contact Chuck Coughlin, 772-1170 (Seattle);
May 29-31, Memorial Oay Weekend.
Deadhorse Cave area,' trout
,
Lake, Washington.
Contsct Rod Cra",ford, 543-4486 eves. (Seatt1~
June ,19-20. Official trip to' Vancouver Island limestone caves,
B.C. Contact Bob Brown in Elbe, (206) 569-2724 •
July 3-5.' Independence Dav Weekend.
Windy Creek Cave, North
Cascades.
Contact Chuck Coughlin, 772-1170.
August 28-29. Official ,trip. to ,Cave Ridge (Snoqualmie Pass)
limestone caves.' 'Contact Coughlin.
September 4-6, Labor Oay Weekend.
NWRA Convention at Nakimu
Caves, B.C., Canada.
Contact Bob Bro",n.
October 23-25, Veterans Day Weekend.
Official cave-hunting
trip to Colville area, E. Washington. Contact Dave Walker,
232-1698 in Seattle.
Spelcobiologic&l
trip to Trout Lake lava tubes. Contact
Clyde Senger in Bellinghsm, (206) 734-1360 •
Nove~ber 25 or 26-28, Thnnks~ivLng Weekend.
Speleobiological
trip to XL St. Helen. 1avs tubea. Contact,Clyd •• Senger.,
Hella Canyon limestone csveR, Eastern' Ori'gon; Contact
,
Osve Walker, 232-1698, or Bill Capron" 525-2260, 'in ,Seattle.

Cave Pack.
$1.50
Carbide
Helmets
Chin Straps
.85
Premier Carbide Lamps
8.50
Lamp Brackets
*
'Lamp Felts
2/l5e
Lamp Tips
•20
,Lamp Flints
3/25e
Lamp Gaskets
.10
~aners' Nickel-Iron
Ileadlamps
Gibbs Ascend~rs CSprini>
8.50
Gibbs (Quick Release)
10.50
Bonaiti 0 Carabiners
2.75
Bonaiti Locking 0
3.75
Csscade Grotto Patches
l.50
Cascade Grotto Decals
•25
NSS Decals
.20
Plastic Bags
3/10c
.Contact storekeeper for
information.
Quantities ar~ limited in some
~
*
*
*
*
*
•
•
cases.
If you "'ant any cavingSUBSCRIBE TO ~ORnIWEST CAVING----Quarterly
publication of the
related equipment not listed here,
YW Regional Association of the NSS. Subscription rate $2.50
please ask,~e for it. Tne store
per year; regular Cascade me~hers receive it automatically.
is here to serve you, so take
Caver subscribers may pay $2.00 and use our bulk aubscription.
advantage of 'it.---B. C.
Send yourJ;oney to Bob BrOlotn,edi~or. P. O. Box 2, Elbe, Washington
98330.
Bob needs your ne"'s and articles tool
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300 Hub (YK-10) Box 9S
Un! VerB 1ty of ,'!ashington
Seattle, Washington ~S195
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